
 

 
 

Independent Hotels in Bangkok Vs Jellybean Hostels 

Undoubtedly Bangkok is one such place which is almost crowded for throughout the year due 

to its tourism pro activities for visitors to do during their trip to the city. Bangkok offers some 

top-class Studio Hotels & Resorts in Bangkok still at the peak times finding an independent 

hotel in Bangkok is a thing hard to come by. For backpackers and solo Travellers there is an 

option of Jellybean Hostels in the city where they can get all the required facilities during their 

stay even at the peak times as they are expanding very rapidly across the Thailand city.  

 

 Nobody can deny a fact that the popular staying options of Studio Hotels & Resorts in Bangkok 

are costly enough to burn one big hole in your pocket and usually most of the customer at 

these hostels are people coming from rich and wealthy backgrounds. There are two different 

possibilities under which people with tight budget can also get served at the hotels the first one 

is with the help of some deals or discount and the other one is by arriving here In the Bangkok 

city in the off-peak season. 

https://www.aspirahospitality.com/
https://www.aspirahospitality.com/?page_id=1138


 

 
 

 

 Accommodation places like Jellybean Hostels have emerged as a good substitute of some 

luxury hotel in the City as from the matching linens to the curtains and the modern stylish 

bathrooms to the access of Wi-Fi, TV and even swimming pools makes them a perfect choice 

for people finding a pocket friendly option of making base into the city. You can use the saved 

amount on your hotel expenditure on other avenues like shopping, travelling, dining as you will 

get more or less same comfort with an additional benefit of close interaction with foreign 

nationals at the Jellybean Hostels. If you are a person with not so good financial condition and 

trying to do a budgeted travel to Bangkok, then you can dump the option of Independence Day 

hotels in Bangkok for hostels surely. 
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